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Wednesday, January 30, 2008

“We hang the petty thieves and
appoint the great ones to public
office.”
~Aesop

Walker:
Yes, It Exists
By Sarah “Teaz” Schneider
~ Guest Writer ~

For those of you that don’t
know, there is a building attached to the Rozsa called
Walker. It is the humanities
building (yes, we have a humanities building). Look, you
are learning something! Well,
I just wanted people to know
about some of the weird
things that happen in this
building on a typical day.
It normally starts when a tall
scourly looking fellow walks
by for the 5th time since I got
here 10 minutes ago. Then,
one of the tours goes by the
Writing Center (where I work)
and I hear the tour guide say
something like this: “… and
this is our writing center, they
grade papers, and look over
your grammar and stuff. At
Tech we don’t really have
English classes but they can
also look over lab reports.
And down this hall…” Wait
a second honey, we do have
...see Engrish iz win on back

Join the Revolution!

Pic o’ the Day

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Damn it feels good to be a gangsta.
Word word, you know it man, writing for
the Daily Bull is one of the best decisions
of my life. Look at me. I’m rolling in the
awesome. People laugh, they cry, they
curse, they love, hate, and primarily, they
just want to give me a firm handshake
on a job well done when they read my
incredible articles.

Nathan, what does this have to do with
MTU going away?” you may ask. Well
here is a perfectly believable answer.

See, MTU is a business. It relies on us
paying for classes, right? So if you fail
your classes enough times and drop
out, MTU doesn’t get anymore of your
money. Multiply that by the hundreds or
thousands of students who pass classes
But enough about me, let’s hear about because of the Daily Bull, and MTU stands
your story. Oh wait, you don’t have one to lose a significant portion of its student
yet. Why’s that? Cause you don’t write body. Not good news.
for the Daily Bull.
If enough of us drop out, MTU will no
See, we at the Daily Bull specialize in doubt go into bankruptcy and be sold
awesome and greatness. Without us, off, probably to a logging company.
MTU would not be here today, or if it That or a pasty-making factory, because
were it’d be something completely dif- they’ll be able to build high tech assemferent. Take this gripping example:
bly lines with all the neat stuff left behind
by the now failed university.
Everyone knows going to class is important if you plan on passing. But that Pray that day never comes. I would hate
doesn’t help if you’re asleep, right? You to see this fine institution be transformed
might as well be back at your place into some nipple flail industry HQ (what,
snoozing on a couch or still in bed for you thought I meant the food pasty? Boy
those accursed 8 a.m.’s. That is where were you wrong). Though now that I
we come in.
think about it, if I could jump the gun and
buy up MTU when it hits rock bottom, I
The Daily Bull prevents you from sleeping bet I could make a pretty penny.*
with our generally *coughPastoresuckscough* hilarious content. By simply stay- There’s only one way to avoid such a
ing awake in classes, you are bound to horrible fate, and that’s for you, the avid
get higher grades and thus not fail. “But
...see 0MG 54v3 U5 411 on back

Please don’t force the editors to make
a ninth “Invincibull!” Join us today!

Steve Irwin: Proving that, even in death,
it is possible to get an erection from wrastling alligators.

...0MG 54v3 U5 411 from front

reader, to come write for us, the Daily
Bull. After all, you can’t let me take all
the spoils, can you? Yeah, I guess you
can. But I don’t think you’d like it when
I have a helicopter that shoots missiles
and you don’t. ROFLCOPTER!
Plus, in the meantime before you
buy up MTU and make oodles of
cold hard cash, you can write sweet
propaganda and have it distributed
campus wide. What could be better
than saying your true feelings about
something for everyone to hear? Say
something like “I don’t want to fight
the feeling Amazing!” or “Pennsylvania
is better than Michigan!” The sky’s the
limit. Well not really, actually the editor
and our very small list of rules are, but
you get the idea.
So if you want to be as cool as me,
Nathan Invincible Miller, acclaimed
writer of eight Daily Millers, Miller
Times, and InvinciBulls, you should
come to Walker 109, at 9:15 pm,
every Wednesday. Free pizza and
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U Leik Bacon
Two??? no wai!!1!
laughs to attendees, and you can couple of years, and yet it is STILL
have a chance to grab your little slice afraid of people.
of the fame.
Did he change shirts within the last 5
Come write for the Bull. You won’t minutes? I think he might have…
regret it. I know I didn’t.
*Note: I asked a professional MTU
economist whether this whole scenario was possible, and he said it
could totally happen.

...Engrish iz win from front

If you get a chance to wander up
to the third floor you will have the
pleasure of running into the secretary.
Watch out, she’s cool, but don’t get
on her bad side. Smile, say “Hi Sue”
and run away. And NEVER, EVER
borrow her keys and not promptly
return them.

“English” classes, and we have English
MAJORS!!! Ignorant people shouldn’t Which reminds me, the man that
walks by every 30 or so seconds
be allowed to talk.
didn’t return her keys right away once
There he goes by again. He waved – ONCE…there he goes again.
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
this time.
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the StuI have noticed some big differences
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
Next, looking out the window of the between the Walker building and
and toner costs.
Advertising inquiries should be directed Writing Center one can see a woman the engineering buildings on camwalk by with her little doxen trailing pus. One, Walker always has animals
to bullads@mtu.edu.
behind her. This dog has come to wandering around with their owners.
Questions, comments & concerns
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. work with her every day for the past You go into the computer lab on any
©2008 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights reserved. Articles
may be freely distributed electronically or on late night talk shows provided
credit is given, and that this notice is included. The Daily Bull reserves the
right to refuse any advertisements or guest articles without reason. All
opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper or to bull@mtu.edu) will
be treated as material to be published unless expressly stated otherwise by
the sender. Original works printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the
creator, however the Daily Bull reserves the right to reprint any submissions
in future issues unless specifically asked not to do so by the creator. If you
keep reading this small text, you’ll turn into bacon.

given day and there will be a dog
laying down next to a computer, completely at home in its surroundings.
Two, I am not afraid to walk around
barefoot. I would never dare to do
that in the MEEM. I don’t know if it is
the cool janitors or what, but I feel
safe to kick off my shoes and enjoy
the feel of tile on my toes. Three,
Walker throws a holiday party about
this time every year and invites all the
humanities students, staff, and faculty.
Not many departments can feed that
many people and not go in the red.

Four, there is pretty much always free
food somewhere; you just have to
sniff it out.
All in all, I happen to enjoy the Walker
Arts and Humanities building. I spend
just as much time in there as I do in the
MEEM, where I have all my classes. So
next time, when someone says, “We
don’t have real English classes here at
Tech…”, punch them in the face and
remind them, we do. They’re in the
building at the other end of campus.

